
A Helping Hand
The team at SLIXIR want to let you know that we are all thinking of you during this difficult

time, we hope that you and your loved ones are safe & well as we fight through this
together.

We know that right now you are taking every precaution to ensure that those around you
are safe & well, we are also ensuring that we take steps to protect our committed

professionals in these uncertain times.

Here at SLIXIR we are passionate about what we do and strive at all times to provide you
with the best product that delivers maximum results for you and your businesses, we do

not take this relationship we have with you for granted.

It's during times like this that we reflect on the special bond with have with our pros and we
want to thank you for sticking by us through this difficult time and let you know that the

team at SLIXIR are here for you.

We know keeping your hands clean is important, but you shouldn't suffer for doing the right
thing. Did you know that SLIXIR can soothe sore & dry hands? One of our key ingredients
is colloidal oats, it forms a protective layer which is resistant to light hand washing, helping 
to protect skin and nail polish throughout the day whilst keeping hands soft & nourished. 

As a thank you, we want to give you 25% off our Pro Kits as well as free P&P with code
PRO2020.

Please don't let this doom & gloom stop you from looking after yourself. Take care and look
after each other and please do feel free to reach out to us via social media or email during

this time.
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